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Abstract 
This article investigates mundane photo taking practices with personal mobile devices in the co-
presence of others, as well as “divergent” self-initiated smartphone use, thereby exploring the 
impact of everyday technologies on social interaction. Utilizing multimodal conversation analysis, 
we examined sequences in which young adults take pictures of food and drinks in restaurants 
and cafés. Although everyday interactions are abundant in opportunities for accomplishing food 
photography as a side activity, our data show that taking pictures is also often prioritized over 
other activities. Through a detailed sequential analysis of video recordings and dynamic screen 
captures of mobile devices, we illustrate how photographers orient to the momentary 
opportunities for and relevance of photo taking, that is, how they systematically organize their 
photographing with respect to the ongoing social encounter and the (projected) changes in the 
material environment. We investigate how the participants multimodally negotiate the “mainness” 
and “sideness” (Mondada, 2014) of situated food photography and describe some particular 
features of participants’ conduct in moments of mundane multiactivity.  
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1. Introduction 

Taking pictures of food with personal mobile devices is a very common activity, 
observable both in public settings and in the increasing number of food-related 
photographs published on social networks. Despite a growing interest in situated 
mobile device use and its social implications, research on everyday photographic 
practices in the digital age is still scarce (e.g., Weilenmann & Hillmann, 2019; 
Weilenmann et al., 2013). In this paper, we investigate mundane photography 
practices in cafés and restaurants, thereby contributing to the interactional study 
of the situated production of pictures (Tekin, 2017). More specifically, we have 
selected sequences in which participants take pictures of food or drinks during 
restaurant visits with friends in Russia. Prepared drinks and meals represent a 
particular type of photographic object, as they are available for photographic 
activity only for a certain period of time (e.g., after the food has been served and 
before it will be eaten). Based on video recorded encounters and screen captures 
of mobile devices, we illustrate how participants orient to these “photographables” 
(Mondada et al., 2020) and time the taking of a picture with respect to the 
sequential development of the ongoing encounter.  

By considering how and when picture taking is initiated and carried out, we 
underline the complexity of this ostensibly mundane and simple activity. This also 
allows for reflections on how individual smartphone use is introduced and 
accounted for in an ongoing social encounter, how photographers and their co-
participants establish certain items as aesthetically relevant objects, and how the 
photographing activity then sequentially unfolds. Our analyses contribute more 
generally to the exploration of situated mobile device use as part of mundane 
multiactivity (Haddington et al., 2014). In what follows, we first review interactional 
studies on mobile device use in face-to-face encounters and research concerning 
photography practices (1.1–1.2). After a short presentation of the data (2.), we 
analyze two examples where food photography is accomplished as a non-
prioritized, embodied activity (3.). We then analyze two cases that demonstrate 
how participants can temporarily prioritize food photography and suspend other 
ongoing activities (4.). Although in all excerpts there is only one participant who 
initiates food photography, the way this activity unfolds is collaboratively and 
multimodally negotiated by all co-present participants.  

 

1.1. The organizational and moral dimension of mobile device use in co-presence 

Mobile technologies have become interwoven with everyday activities and social 
action in both mundane (Brown et al., 2013, 2015; McMillan et al., 2015) and 
institutional settings (Asplund et al., 2018; Sahlström et al., 2019). This line of 
interactional research has shown how mobile device use contributes to the 
organization of social action (Hellerman et al., 2017; Raclaw et al., 2016), with a 
frequent focus on the simultaneous management of multiple involvements 
(DiDomenico & Boase, 2013). The conceptual toolkit for analyzing this aspect of 
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interaction was first borrowed from Goffman’s (1963) work on different types of 
involvements. Goffman defined main involvement as the “one that absorbs a 
major part of an individual’s attention and interest, visibly forming the principal 
current determinant of his actions” and side involvement as “an activity that an 
individual can carry on in an abstracted fashion without threatening or confusing 
simultaneous maintenance of a main involvement” (1963, p. 43). In research on 
mobile device use in face-to-face interactions, the cognitivist underpinnings of 
these notions were replaced by analyses of participants’ practices (e.g., 
DiDomenico & Boase, 2013; Oloff, 2019; Relieu, 2008). If the mobile device use 
is not directly related to the ongoing interaction (“divergent use”, Brown et al., 
2013), it is usually analyzed as a side/secondary involvement (e.g., in phone-
related activity) that interweaves with the main/primary involvement (e.g., in the 
conversation with co-present others).  

These different understandings of interactional involvement were further 
developed in studies on multiactivity (Haddington et al., 2014), in which 
researchers focused on practices that participants employ to display their 
recognizable involvement in several courses of action. Following this approach, 
we focus on the way participants adjust their actions and accountably (i.e., 
through visible and audible means) prioritize one activity over another. We also 
use the notions of “mainness” and “sideness” (Mondada, 2014) to show the 
negotiated character of this situated prioritization. “Main” and “side” activities are, 
therefore, treated as situated achievements rather than predefined 
characteristics of specific types of activities as Goffman (1963) suggested. As 
detailed analysis of multiactivity settings shows, mainness and sideness of 
different activities are “made relevant locally and contingently” (Mondada, 2014, 
p. 70), and this situated hierarchization is collaboratively produced by participants 
(Licoppe & Tuncer, 2014, p. 180). Much like other activities, mobile device use 
can also be displayed and oriented to as a main/primary activity in everyday face-
to-face encounters, such as when a participant receives a text message and 
visibly deals with it (DiDomenico et al., 2018). 

Many existing studies on multiple involvements/multiactivity in the context of 
mobile device use focus either on the management of parallel (co-present and 
phone-mediated) conversations or on the management of multiple involvements 
after the occurrence of a summons (DiDomenico & Boase, 2013; DiDomenico et 
al., 2018; Licoppe & Tuncer, 2014; Relieu, 2008). If summoned by an audible 
alert on their mobile device, participants switch from their main involvement, the 
conversation, to using their mobile phone as soon as the current sequential 
development and participation frameworks allow for an unproblematic 
suspension of their involvement in the co-present activity (DiDomenico & Boase, 
2013; DiDomenico et al., 2018). While these studies are particularly interested in 
the fact that mobile-generated summons can pressure participants into using 
their devices, other external events can also create opportunities for mobile 
device use, such as a traffic light turning red, allowing commuters the opportunity 
to use their phone (Licoppe & Figeac, 2018). Thus, the timing and kind of mobile 
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device use is contingent on both the temporal dynamics of the ongoing activity 
and the ecology of the material setting. 

Self-initiated mobile device use has attracted less attention from researchers 
(Oloff, 2021), with many existing studies focusing on convergent device use, 
wherein the relevancy for its use emerges from the ongoing talk (Brown et al., 
2013). These avenues of research have shown how a digital device can be used 
as an additional semiotic resource and as a resource for the production of social 
action (Aaltonen et al., 2014; Greer, 2016; Raclaw et al., 2016). The management 
of multiple involvements (in different activities) in the context of divergent self-
initiated smartphone use for purposes other than communication with distant 
others has not yet been systematically explored. Our study contributes to this 
endeavor by showing how a participant’s self-initiated food photographing activity 
is related to the dynamics of the ongoing encounter, their co-participants’ 
conduct, and to changing features of the setting (such as the arrival of food). 

The question of how co-participants respond to and manage others’ smartphone 
use is also connected to the topic of morality. In the early days of the mobile 
device era, researchers were particularly interested in the way cell phone use 
(answering calls and messaging) affected the moral order in public spaces (e.g., 
Murtagh, 2002; Paragas, 2005). Nowadays, smartphones have evolved a wider 
set of functionalities that can also be used for a variety of not necessarily solitary 
activities (taking or showing pictures, searching for information, or listening to 
music together). More recent studies on the morality of smartphone use in private 
face-to-face interactions (e.g., Mantere & Raudaskoski, 2017; Robles et al., 
2018) have argued that participants systematically orient to the accountability of 
technology use. Actions with and on the phone are often opaque and therefore 
not always recognizable for co-present participants, and smartphone users have 
a variety of ways to make these actions accountable to others (Porcheron et al., 
2016; Suderland, 2020). Due to the repositioning and manipulation of the 
smartphone before and while taking a picture, smartphone photography is a 
potentially recognizable technology-related activity (as compared to surfing the 
web or checking messages). However, it does involve other concerns of opacity, 
such as who or what will figure in the picture, or why the smartphone holder is 
taking a picture at this moment. Mundane photographic practices in co-presence, 
therefore, provide an apt setting for further exploring both the accountability and 
the sequential organization of everyday technology use. 

 

1.2. Photography as a social, situated, and embodied practice 

Mundane photographic practices have been studied earlier, albeit mostly through 
ethnographic and descriptive approaches (e.g., Chalfen, 1987). The transition 
from analogue to digital photography has led to a shift from the recording of past 
events and places to a focus on the present moment and place, allowing for 
increasingly casual and social photographing practices (Larsen, 2008; Oksmann, 
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2006). In their study on Instagrammers visiting a museum of natural history, 
Weilenmann et al. (2013) investigated how and why participants chose, edited, 
and shared specific photos. The physical walking paths within museums or zoos 
displayed the photographers’ orientation to their online audience on social media 
channels (Hillmann & Weilenmann, 2015). These “social media trajectories,” 
captured through a combination of interviews, participant observation, GPS 
tracking, and video documentation, provide a glimpse of situated, embodied 
curating and digital narrative practices (Wargo, 2015). In their study of selfie 
photography, Weilenmann and Hillman (2019) adopted a more explicit focus on 
the embodied practice of picture taking. They observed how participants alternate 
between different photographic motives, postures, techniques, and devices, 
noting that phones are used for co-present collaborative interaction, even when 
the activity (such as taking a selfie) is seemingly individualistic (2019, p. 13). 
While this research underlines the relevance of exploring the details of situated 
photographing practices, studies using a full videographic approach in natural 
settings and producing detailed sequential analyses are still rare. Some recent 
multimodal studies have been interested in photography as a professional 
practice that involves the participants’ public bodily arrangement and negotiation 
of poses through the photographer’s professional vision, touch, and instructions 
(Mondada & Tekin, 2020; Tekin, 2017). Our analysis contributes to this latter line 
of research by focusing on multimodal and sequential details of mundane 
photographic practices in co-presence with others. 

The massive representation of mundane experiences in digital photography could 
be simply understood as a “machinery for banality” (Koskinen, 2006), enriching 
the users’ interpersonal communication processes. More recent studies draw a 
more nuanced picture and acknowledge the emergence of “creative vernaculars” 
(Berry, 2015) that can be studied as ongoing processes visible in the production, 
curation, and sharing of pictures in online repositories. Studies of digital food 
cultures (e.g., on Twitter, Zappavigna, 2014, or food blogs, de Solier, 2018) have 
shown that food photography does not only fulfil an aesthetic and illustrative 
function but is also exploited by social media users for the actual preparation of 
food, for constructing personal narratives and identities, and for communicating 
and sustaining social relationships. Within conversation analytic studies, eating 
and other food-related activities have been traditionally analyzed as an offline 
activity providing a setting for talk-in-interaction (e.g., Goodwin, 1997), for 
socialization processes within the family (e.g., Ochs & Shohet, 2006), or, more 
recently, as related to embodiment and the social and negotiable nature of 
sensorial experiences (e.g., Mondada, 2009, 2021; Wiggins, 2013). This last line 
of research particularly illustrates that the consumption of food is closely 
intertwined with the sequentiality of talk. In this paper, we adopt a similar focus 
by considering how the presence of food and drinks can lead to the use of mobile 
devices and how this is linked to the sequential structure of ongoing talk. 
Moreover, as analyses of mundane digital photography and its aesthetics are 
mainly based on the finished visual product and interviews with participants, our 
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study of photographic practices also allows for the exploration of participants’ 
situated aesthetic choices. 

 

2. Data and method 

The data set used in this article was collected between 2018 and 2020 and 
consists of nine video recordings of naturally occurring encounters among friends 
and fellow students (aged 19–25, with 2–4 participants per encounter), all of 
whom are native Russian speakers. The recordings were made at a café or 
restaurant of the participants’ choice, with the duration of the encounters varying 
from one and a half to two hours. Participation was informed and voluntary, and 
all participants gave their consent to the use of unaltered screen captures and 
video fragments in publications. While the participants were informed about the 
researchers’ interest in both everyday interaction and smartphone use, they did 
not receive any instructions with respect to their mobile device use, meaning that 
this was not a prerequisite for the recording. Instances of participants taking 
pictures of food or drinks were found in four recorded interactions, leading to a 
collection of twenty-one cases. For the sake of brevity, in this paper all these 
cases are referred to as food photography. The collection includes ten cases of 
food photography initiated as a side activity and eleven cases of food 
photography initiated as the main activity. 

Depending on the setting and number of participants, one or several cameras 
were used to capture the overall encounter. Additionally, all participants were 
equipped with small wearable cameras and screen capturing software (turned on 
once at the beginning of the encounter and left to run continuously) was used for 
each mobile device whenever technically possible. In previous studies on 
smartphone use, complex recording setups have proven useful for understanding 
the temporal and sequential organization of smartphone use from the 
participants’ perspectives (Asplund et al., 2018; Avgustis & Oloff, forthcoming; 
Hellermann et al., 2017; Sahlström et al., 2019). The importance of recording 
individual activities (such as device manipulation) for the purpose of EMCA 
analysis has also been emphasized (Mondada, 2013). Recordings from wearable 
cameras and screen capture recordings in combination with recordings from a 
static camera allow the researcher to analyze how on-screen events affect the 
smartphone user’s course of action and, potentially, the progressivity of the 
interaction in general. It is, however, important to remember that this recording 
set-up occasionally provides the researcher with visual access to the smartphone 
user’s individual activity, which might not be observable for their co-present 
participants. Therefore, when analyzing these data, we took into consideration 
that the smartphone user’s co-present others might not have been aware of the 
ongoing on-screen activity or its current state unless these were made 
recognizable by the smartphone user themselves (see also Avgustis & Oloff, 
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forthcoming, on “participant opacity” and Raudaskoski et al., 2017, on “bystander 
ignorance”). 

While participants occasionally oriented to the recording equipment (primarily for 
the purpose of picture taking) or topicalized it, we did not find any evidence of 
these orientations in the data presented in the paper. Moreover, these occasional 
orientations, which are also common in less advanced recording set-ups, do not 
“contaminate” the whole data set (Heath et al., 2010, p. 48).  

In the video fragments presented below, camera angles were selected according 
to their relevance for the analysis. The data extracts were transcribed according 
to the Jeffersonian system (Jefferson, 2004), along with Bolden’s (2004) 
transliteration system to represent the original talk in Russian. As audible action 
was transcribed based on several audio sources, some features of the talk might 
not be heard in the video fragments. Embodied conduct was transcribed 
according to Mondada’s (2018, 2022) conventions and analyzed using the 
method of multimodal interaction analysis (e.g., Deppermann & Streeck, 2018; 
Mondada, 2007; Streeck et al., 2011). All participants were given pseudonyms, 
and any other personal data were anonymized in the transcripts, screen captures, 
and video fragments.  

 

3. Accomplishing food photography as a side activity 

In the first part of the analysis, we present two cases of our first subcollection (ten 
cases), in which one of the participants initiates food photography without a 
significant effect on the already ongoing or emerging activities. The sideness or 
mainness of this newly emerged activity is then multimodally negotiated and 
accomplished by all co-present participants, and the character of photo taking as 
a “non-conflicting” activity is collaboratively achieved. We show that this type of 
picture taking is well timed with respect to the sequential development of the 
ongoing conversation. More specifically, we demonstrate that the timing and 
multimodal framing of an individual engagement in picture making is sensitive to 
the current participation framework, that is, the photographer’s rights, obligations, 
and opportunities to get involved as a speaker or recipient in the ongoing 
conversation. 

Our first excerpt exemplifies how food photography can be accomplished as a 
side activity in a dyadic encounter. The object of photography is the glass of white 
wine which one of the participants receives four and a half minutes before the 
beginning of the excerpt. During this time, both participants take a sip of the wine 
and discuss its taste characteristics but have not yet photographed it. Prior to the 
excerpt, Maria (MAR) and Ekaterina (EKA), who are both graphic design 
students, discuss the design of the restaurant menu. After listening to Maria’s 
comments regarding the appearance of the menu, Ekaterina states that Maria’s 
suggestions do not relate to the redesign of the menu, but rather to its reprinting 
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(lines 01–02). Ekaterina then initiates a new solitary activity, and Maria uses this 
“opportunity slot” to take a photo of her glass of wine.  

 

Excerpt 1. 191227_Wine 
 
01 EKA: >eto ne nazyvaetsja oformit' menju, 
  it's not called redesigning the menu, 
 mar: >>flips through the menu-> 
 mar: >>gaze menu-> 
 eka: >>gaze MAR-> 
02  eto nazyvaetsja predlozhi im perpecha:tat'<#  
  it's  called   suggesting to reprint 
                                             #Fig.1 
03  *(0.4)*(2.7) 
 eka: *.....*reaches into her bag and looks for smth-> 
 eka: >*....*gaze down-> 
04 MAR: nu: napisano ↓da +norm.#  + 
  well (the way it is) written is fine, yes. 
 mar:                ->+puts menu away-> 
 mar:                 >+gaze EKA+.....-> 
                         #Fig.2 
 

  
Figure 1 Figure 2 
 
05  (0.6)+*#(0.2)*(0.2)+(0.5) 
 mar: >....+gaze wine-> 
 mar:                  ->+....-> 
 eka:      *.......*gaze MAR-> 
       #Fig.3 
06 EKA: pere#oformi*tel'+*[blja.]+ 
  fucking redesigner. 
07 MAR:                °hi[hm°  ] 
 mar: >...............+takes SP+turns camera on-> 
 eka:            *....*gaze down-> 
      #Fig.4 
 

  
Figure 3 Figure 4 
 
08  (0.2)+  (1.0)#  (0.5)+* (1.6) 
 mar:     >+moves EKA's SP +frames glass of wine-> 
 mar:                     >+gaze SP-> 
 eka:                     >*gets a gift out of the bag-> 
               #Fig.5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EKA

 

MAR
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09 EKA: .ts .h tut koroche *Ded Moro:z proleta:l,*# 
  .ts .h Father Frost flew by, 
 eka:                    *.....................*gaze MAR-> 
                                           #Fig.6 
 

  
Figure 5 Figure 6 
 
10  *(0.4)                   * 
 eka: >*puts gifts on the table* 
11 MAR: +#£o:j£.     +* 
     aww  
 mar: >+takes a pic+lowers SP down and puts it away-> 
 mar:             >+...-> 
 eka:             >*gaze wine-> 
  #Fig.7a/b 
 

 
Figure 7a/b 
 
12  (0.4)+*(0.9) 
 mar:     >+gaze gift-> 
 eka:     >*moves gift towards MAR----> 
 eka:     >*gaze gift-> 
13 MAR: *£oj eto-to* mne:#+ to li, 
   aww this is really for me, 
 eka: >*gaze MAR-*gaze gift-> 
 mar:                 >+grabs the gift and turns it->> 
                   #Fig.8 
 

 
Figure 8 
 
14  *pasi::+*[bo bol'+sho:e£. ] 
   thanks      a lot 
15 EKA:          [skazal ↓peredat'] tebe, 
  (he) told (me) to hand (it) over to you, 
 mar:       >+gaze EKA-+gaze gift->> 
 eka: >------* 
 eka: >*g.MAR*gaze down-> 
16  nesmotrja na to chto ty tak sebe *sebja ↑vela 
  despite the fact that you behaved so-so 
 eka:                                  *gaze MAR->> 
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Just after replying to Maria’s comments regarding the menu, Ekaterina starts to 
bend down (line 03). It later becomes evident that she is attempting to get a gift 
for Maria out of her bag (line 09). Maria, who has been flipping through the menu 
and gazing down at it since the beginning of the excerpt, then agrees with 
Ekaterina and quickly glances at her (line 04, Figure 2). She can, therefore, 
perceive Ekaterina’s new involvement (her body posture and the lack of gaze 
orientation). A short lapse (1.5 sec., line 05) passes, during which Maria directs 
her gaze towards the glass of wine (Figure 3). At this moment, the glass of wine, 
which has been located on the table for more than four minutes, is noticed as an 
object worthy of being photographed, and Maria almost immediately starts to 
reach for the phone on her right (Figure 4, line 06). The aesthetic value of this 
drink is, therefore, noticed not when the drink is served but when a “suitable” 
sequential slot for photo-taking arises (no ongoing talk, no gaze orientation from 
a co-participant, no ongoing mutual involvements). 

As Maria initiates this new activity, Ekaterina quickly glances at her and adds one 
more mocking comment related to their previous discussion about the menu (line 
06). Maria responds with a laughter particle while taking up her phone (line 07). 
While a phone call would normally be introduced with a preface, which projects 
the new activity and change of involvement (Rae, 2001; Oloff, 2021), food 
photography can be accomplished as a silent embodied activity (Mondada, 
2018). As verbal resources are often not required to carry out food photography, 
the potential of accomplishing it as a side or non-competing activity is higher than 
in the case of, for instance, phone calls. The sideness of Maria’s activity is also 
afforded by the embodied participation framework (Goodwin, 2007), as Ekaterina 
bodily disengages and initiates another, potentially individual, activity after the 
discussion about the menu has reached its possible conclusion. 

Another lapse emerges (line 08), during which Maria frames the wine glass and 
moves Ekaterina’s phone out of the frame (Figure 5). While Maria is involved in 
her individual activity, Ekaterina takes the gift out of the bag and introduces it with 
an utterance about Father Frost, a mythical character who serves as a 
counterpart of Santa Claus in Russia (line 09). After also verbally introducing the 
new activity, Ekaterina looks at Maria and perceives her involvement in a different 
activity. This involvement is recognizable via Maria’s photographer posture: the 
phone is raised and held with both hands, the camera faces the object, and the 
photographer looks at the object through the smartphone’s screen (Figure 6). 
Other photography-related postures have previously been discussed in the 
context of professionals taking photos of models/clients (e.g., Mondada & Tekin, 
2020, on perspectival posture) and in the context of selfies (Weilenmann & 
Hillman, 2019). While these postures are seemingly routinized (Streeck, 2018), 
their recognition is context-sensitive and depends, for example, on the co-
participant’s visual access to the object of photography. In this case, the 
“photographer posture” also has an interactional significance, as it indicates the 
smartphone user’s involvement in a specific activity over a certain period of time.  
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In what follows, the sideness of this photography activity is collaboratively 
achieved by both participants. After accountably initiating a next action and, 
thereby, a new activity, Ekaterina puts the gift on the table and briefly monitors 
Maria’s conduct. Maria then promptly responds to Ekaterina while simultaneously 
taking a picture (line 11, Figure 7a/b). By allocating her linguistic and body 
resources to these two different activities (taking a picture and answering 
Ekaterina), Maria displays her dual involvement (Raymond & Lerner, 2014). She 
promptly provides a relevant response to Ekaterina and immediately puts her 
phone away after taking a picture, which indicates a situated prioritization of the 
newly emerged joint activity over the individual side activity. Ekaterina then 
moves the gift towards Maria (Figure 8), and both participants engage in a new 
joint activity. Food photography is, therefore, both designed as a side activity by 
Maria and oriented to as such by Ekaterina.  

While in the first excerpt food photography was initiated during a lapse that 
emerged after a topic was closed, it is not the only situation in which food 
photography can be initiated as a side activity. The following excerpt illustrates 
how picture taking can be accomplished as a side activity in a multi-party 
interaction, in which the photographer’s co-participants are involved in a 
discussion before, during, and after picture taking. In this excerpt, the activity is 
neither commented on by the photographing participant, Tina (TIN), nor is it 
acknowledged or participated in by her co-participants Dana (DAN) and Mikhail 
(MIK). Prior to the excerpt, the three participants have been complaining about a 
university project they are all working on. Approximately 30 seconds before the 
excerpt begins, a waitress brings two pizzas for Dana and Tina, but Mikhail is still 
waiting for his main dish (the teapots and cheesecake on the table were brought 
earlier). Figure 9 shows the seating arrangement of the participants and the 
different objects on the table.  

 

Figure 9. The seating arrangement of the participants and the different objects 
on the table 

 
As the participants rearrange the food and cutlery on the table, they continue 
discussing their work project. While Dana is developing a multi-unit turn about 
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her attempt to leave the project and Mikhail is responding to her, Tina takes a 
picture of the pizza in front of her.  

Excerpt 2. 181222_Pizza 
 
01 DAN: ja vot ↑ushla:, 
  so I    left,    

dan: >>body turned to MIK, monitoring him--> 
mik: >>gaze down/table-> 
tin: >>gaze down/table-> 

 tin: >>arranges cutlery-> 
02 MIK:  +°mhm[hm,°] 
03 DAN:       [∆no ] menja *potom is*kali,    *i tipa:*, >vot ja govorju<, 
          but then they looked for me  and kinda:,  so  I  say, 

mik: >+gaze DAN----------->l.11 
tin: >down/table--------*gaze DAN*gaze down*gaze DAN-> 

 tin: >arranges cutlery---------------------*,,,,,,,* 
dan:      ->∆...gaze MIK-> 

04 DAN: a: razve vot nedelja# proshla, *mozhet* byt' ↑eschё kto-to 
  a  week  passed,                maybe         someone else  
 tin: >gaze DAN--------------------->*......*gaze SP------->l.09 
 tin:                                       *..left Hand to SP--> 
                      #Fig.10a/b 
 

 
Figure 10a/b 
 
05  k vam* pridёt >on govorit< .h net *u nix svoi ∆tseli i zadachi. 
  will come to you he says   .h no they have their own goals and tasks. 
 tin: >....*checks SP-------------------*...adjusts brightness->l.08 

dan: >gaze MIK-------------------------------------∆,,,,gaze down->l.11  
06  ja takaja °nu:,° 
  I'm like   well, 
07  (0.3) 
08 MIK:  *#↑dos*vidos *he[he      *he]*# 
      bye        hehehe 
09 DAN:                  [o:k.       ] 
                    ok. 
 tin: >gaze SP------*pizza/table*DAN* 

tin: >*taps camera app 
tin:        *...lifts SP w/both hands-> 

  
   #Fig.11a/b                   #Fig.12a/b 
 

  
Figure 11a/b                 Figure 12a/b 
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10  *(.) 
tin: *,,,, 

 
 
 
11 MIK:  +.h *prosto problema v tom chto ja* uezzhaju v ∆Germaniju s mar#ta, 
    .h it's just the problem is that I leave   to  Germany from March, 
 mik: >+,,,gaze away from DAN / table-->> 

tin: ,,,,,*..gaze SP-->l.14 
tin: >cam open, closes pop-up window----*...choses image section-->l.13 
dan: >---gaze down---------------------------------->∆gaze MIK--------> 

                                                                 #Fig.13a/b 
 

 
Figure 13a/b 
 
12  i po ljubomu#(0.7) eti:: ∆mesja#tsy (.) nu (0.8)#∆ja ne uveren xorosho  
  and for sure       these months         well      I'm not sure well 
 dan:                         >∆gaze TIN---------------∆gaze MIK--> 
              #Fig.14            #Fig.15          #Fig.16 
 

   
Figure 14      Figure 15      Figure 16 
 
13  da  oni  mogut menja ispol'zovat' eschё jan*#var' 
  yes they can still use me               in January 
 tin:                                        --->*takes a picture 
                                              #Fig.17a/b 
 

 
Figure 17a/b 
 
14 MIK *fev*ral'  (0.5)   *mart. 
   February           March. 
 tin: *,,,SP back t/table, closes cam app-> 
 tin: >SP-*,,,,gaze table*..gaze window--> 
15 DAN: mne  [kazhetsja,              ] 
  to me it seems,  
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16 TIN:      [*∆nu ja #du* maju∆ do ma]rta *my tochno zakonchim. 
          well I think until March   we'll finish for sure. 
 tin: >-----puts SP down-----------------* 
 tin: >---->*..........*gaze DAN-------->> 
 dan:      >∆................∆gaze TIN-->> 
                #Fig.18 
 

 
Figure 18 

 
 

As she speaks, Dana is looking at Mikhail (line 01), who then displays his 
recipiency by responding and shifting his gaze to her (line 02), so that they 
engage in a mutual gaze during her next turn-constructional units (lines 01–05). 
Meanwhile, Tina is arranging the cutlery on the table. When she is about to finish 
this activity, she looks up to Dana twice (line 03) and then leans back on her chair, 
displaying engagement and recipiency through her body and gaze orientation 
(Goodwin, 1981; Heath 1982, 1984). She can now perceive that Dana and 
Mikhail are looking at each other during the next three seconds while Tina is 
maintaining her orientation (lines 03-04; Figure 10a/b). Finding herself on the 
periphery of the embodied participation framework (Goodwin, 2007), Tina 
withdraws her gaze from her co-participants and starts looking at her 
smartphone, which she then picks up with her left hand (line 04). Just as in the 
previous excerpt, the embodied participation framework provides Tina with an 
opportunity to initiate a new side activity that does not compete with already 
ongoing activities. Tina first lifts the phone slightly and checks the display, then 
adjusts its brightness (line 05), and finally opens the camera app (Figure 11a/b), 
which is precisely timed with respect to a transition-relevance place (TRP) in 
Dana’s turn (lines 06–08). 

After activating the camera app, Tina starts lifting her phone with both hands and 
shifts her posture (lines 08–09). At the next TRP in Mikhail’s turn (after dosvidos, 
line 08), she quickly glances first at the table and pizza in front of her, then at 
Dana, who, at this moment, is looking down at the table (Figure 12a/b). Previous 
research has shown that speakers can select all co-participants as addressees 
by alternating their gaze between them (Auer, 2018; Ru ̈hlemann et al., 2019), but 
in this excerpt, the current speaker’s gaze is oriented exclusively towards Mikhail. 
Dana, therefore, does not seem to pursue an answer from Tina as a possible 
second recipient of her multi-unit turn at that moment. Tina, who during her gaze 
shift (line 09) had slightly opened her mouth in a possible turn-preparative move, 
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closes her mouth again, gazes back down at her smartphone display and re-
engages in her solitary smartphone use. 

When Mikhail starts elaborating on his own planning problems related to the 
university project (line 11), Tina begins to move the smartphone and her upper 
body to adjust the image section with respect to the pizza in front of her (lines 
11–13; Figure 13a/b). She then modifies the frame four times to gradually exclude 
Dana’s body from the picture (Figure 14–16) without asking her to move and 
possibly affecting the ongoing conversation. The new current speaker (lines 11–
13), Mikhail, does not attempt to secure Tina’s gaze either. As Goodwin (1981) 
showed, speakers can rely on restarts, pauses, and hesitations to achieve a state 
of mutual gaze. As this is not attempted here, we can assume that Tina’s 
smartphone use and her temporary disengagement are not treated as 
problematic. Both Dana and Mikhail continue their current activity, thus orienting 
to Tina’s new activity as an individual side activity. After selecting a more 
balanced image composition (line 13; Figure 17a/b), Tina finally takes a picture. 
She then immediately closes the camera app and puts the phone back on the 
table, so that her phone use has been visibly completed at the end of Mikhail’s 
turn (line 14). At the next TRP, Tina responds to Mikhail’s previous turn (lines 15–
16, Dana quickly drops out of her turn) and to the overall topic (see also her gaze 
to Dana, Figure 18), displaying that she has monitored both the content and 
development of Mikhail’s turn while taking the picture. 

This excerpt again shows that an individual involvement in the activity of picture 
taking is coordinated with the ongoing conversation. Tina starts manipulating her 
phone only after perceiving that her co-participants are engaged in mutual gaze 
and talk and finding herself on the periphery of this embodied participation 
framework. Her first attempt to self-select, the picture taking, and her final self-
selection are finely adjusted to the sequential and topical development of the 
conversation (for example, her fitted response in line 16). Notice that Tina does 
not announce or formulate a verbal account of her phone use: Dana and Mikhail 
are mutually oriented to each other (not to Tina), the type of phone use is visible 
in Tina’s embodied conduct, and she also visibly excludes her co-participant’s 
body from the final image section. As neither Dana nor Mikhail display that they 
attend to this in any way, picture taking is jointly accomplished as one 
participant’s side activity, not affecting the progressivity of other ongoing 
activities. 

This section shows that “opportunity slots” for the unproblematic accomplishment 
of self-initiated smartphone use as a side activity emerge in both dyadic and multi-
party encounters. Picture taking does not necessarily occur just after food is 
served, but it can occur later in a suitable sequential slot, such as when the 
photographer finds themself on the periphery of the embodied participation 
framework. In both cases, picture taking is not oriented to as problematic or 
explicitly accounted for, but it is instead accomplished in a way that makes this 
activity accountable to others. The sideness of food photography is 
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collaboratively achieved by all the participants, who design this activity and allow 
it to unfold in a way that does not interfere with the progressivity of other, already 
ongoing, actions. In the next section, we show that, besides “opportunity slots,” 
participants also orient to projectable changes in the material environment 
(specifically, the object of photography), which can make picture taking a relevant 
activity at a particular moment.  

 

4. Accomplishing food photography as the main activity 

We now present two excerpts in which the same participants from the previous 
examples (Maria and Tina) design food photography as a temporarily prioritized 
activity, that is, they jointly treat it as the main activity. Food photography can be 
accomplished as one participant’s individual activity and oriented to as such by 
others (as in Excerpts 1 and 2), or it can temporarily become the main activity 
for all participants. We demonstrate how participants accountably orient to the 
properties of the object for photography when initiating picture taking in such a 
sequential environment. As the aesthetic value of the food is bound to decline at 
some point during the encounter (usually because it will be cut up, mixed, and 
ultimately eaten), participants often initiate photo taking when its aesthetic aspect 
is “threatened.” In this case, a photographer can prioritize picture taking and 
suspend the activity-in-progress, treating picture taking as a more relevant 
activity in this moment. 

Excerpt 3 shows how participants in face-to-face encounters collaboratively 
achieve the mainness of self-initiated smartphone use. Ekaterina (EKA) and 
Maria (MAR) are sitting in a café tackling, among other topics, various university-
related complainables. Ekaterina has been telling stories about a specific 
university lecturer for several minutes before the excerpt starts. A few minutes 
earlier, the waiter brings two bowls of soup, and Ekaterina begins eating. Maria 
at first prepares to eat as well but then picks up her phone (line 02) and takes a 
picture of the soup. Unlike in the previous cases (Ex. 1 & 2), taking a picture is 
preceded by a turn-at-talk of the smartphone user: in this case, an assessment 
of what the food looks like (line 04). 
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Excerpt 3. 191227_Pumpkin soup 
 
01  (1.0) 
 mar: >>takes spoon-> 
 mar: >>gaze down soup-> 
 eka: >>gaze down-> 
02 EKA: i teper' un-# prosto:: +eё nes+ёt pos+tojanno.# 
   and now (she has-) just she is constantly losing it. 
 mar: >holds spoon above soup+spoon left hand, takes SP with right hand-> 
 mar: >gaze down soup---------------+..SP--+...gaze soup-> 
               #Fig.19                           #Fig.20 
 

  
Figure 19                               Figure 20 
 
03  *(0.5)    
 eka: *swallows-> 
04 MAR: blin+* eto pr-  +proizvedenie +*isku:ss*tva. * 
   heck   this is a pie- piece         of art. 
 Mar: >gaze soup------+gaze SP--------------->l.08 
 mar:    >+unlocks SP-+opens camera app and sets it up---> 
 eka:    >*..opens mouth & inhales--*,,closes*opens*,,closes 
 mar:                               +..left Hand to SP-> 
05  (0.6-----)*# (0.4)%(0.4) * (1.6) 
 eka:  >gaze down*..gaze MAR/SP-*gaze down--> 
 spm: >black cam screen-%soup on screen--->l.08 
            #Fig.21 
 

 
Figure 21 
 
06 EKA: ty   *prixodi *ja tebe doma ↑tako:j # zhe sdelaju, 
   you  come over I will make a similar one for you at home, 
 eka: >down*........*gaze MAR & head tilt---> 
                                       #Fig.22a/b       
 

 
Figure 22a/b 
 
07   (0.4) 
08   bez krevetok pravda. 
  without shrimps though. 
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09  (0.6-----------------)*(0.7) #+(0.5)+(0.6-)+(2.0---)+(0.2) 
 eka: >gaze MAR, head tilted*,,gaze down-->> 
 mar: >gaze SP----------------------------+..left+,,,gaze SP--------> 
 mar: >adjusts frame---------------+PIC---+puts phone down+opens messages-> 
                                #Fig.23 
 

 
Figure 23 
 
10 MAR: .hh x(h)o:::s+po+#di+. 
   .hh lord. 
 mar:     >SP------+...gaze soup-->> 
 mar:     >...........+locks screen, SP on table-> 
 mar:                     +..spoon to right hand--> 
                   #Fig.24    
11  (1.5)+(3.2) 
 mar:     >+stirs soup--->> 
12 EKA: #vot takie pirogi. 
   that’s the way the cookie crumbles. 
  #Fig.25 
13  (1.0) 
14 EKA: .hh a potom ja eschё pokazyvala ej svoi raboty 
  .hh and then I also  showed     her my  work 
 

  
Figure 24               Figure 25 

 
 

Although the participants receive their soup about nine minutes before, Maria has 
not yet started eating it as she still has a first course to finish. Just prior to the 
excerpt, she has asked for and taken a spoon from the cutlery receptacle to 
Ekaterina’s left. Maria’s eating preparations are well-timed with a point of possible 
completion in Ekaterina’s multi-unit turn, which is the end of her report of a fellow 
student’s assessment of the lecturer in question (of which line 2 represents the 
last part). It is also now – when approaching the spoon and gazing down (for one 
second, line 01) – that Maria can assess the soup’s visual features more 
thoroughly. After hovering the spoon over the soup, Maria then retracts it to avoid 
ruining its aesthetic aspect. During Ekaterina’s utterance (line 02), Maria transfers 
the spoon to her left hand, thereby freeing her right hand to access her phone 
(Figures 19–20). This preparation in the pre-beginning position (Mondada, 2007) 
leads to her seizing the phone at a moment when some alignment and affiliation 
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to Ekaterina’s complaint would be due. Thus, Maria’s following positive 
assessment of the soup (“heck this is a piece of art,” line 04) fills the prospective 
response slot while at the same time displays that she is orienting to food 
photography as her main activity at that moment. It cannot, however, be 
categorized as a blatant disattending (Mandelbaum, 1991) of Ekaterina’s “third-
party” complaint, as it is attended to later, after the picture taking activity is 
finished (line 10).  

After the possible completion point of her turn and the ensuing gap (lines 02–03), 
Ekaterina keeps gazing down (still adding some rice to her soup), audibly 
swallows (line 03), and prepares a continuation of her turn, as she then visibly 
inhales and opens her mouth twice (line 04). As Maria has self-selected one beat 
before, Ekaterina closes her mouth and glances up at Maria 0.6 seconds later 
(line 05). In the meantime, Maria has unlocked the display, opened the camera 
app, and moved her left hand to the phone. Ekaterina’s monitoring gaze can now 
perceive Maria’s adopted “photographer posture” (Figure 21), which makes her 
involvement in a new activity visible and the new activity recognizable. Ekaterina 
then responds to Maria’s assessment of the soup and starts looking at her face 
(line 06; Figure 22a/b). At this moment, Ekaterina orients to picture taking as 
Maria’s current main activity and suspends her storytelling.  

Instead of agreeing with Maria’s assessment (Pomerantz, 1984), Ekaterina 
downgrades the artistic value of the food by offering to prepare the same soup at 
home for Maria (line 06). She thereby challenges the validity of Maria’s “reason 
for the picture,” which is also displayed by her steady gaze at Maria and tilted 
head (until line 09, Figure 23). Maria remains focused on choosing the frame for 
the picture (Figures 22a/b–23). This lack of response to Ekaterina shows that 
Ekaterina’s answer is not treated as an offer but is instead understood by Maria 
as a lack of agreement with her assessment. It might also indicate that Maria 
treats the picture taking as her individual activity instead of a possible joint topic 
or activity. One of the reasons why food photography can be unproblematically 
accomplished (i.e., designed and oriented toward) as a main activity is its 
projected short duration, which is visible in Maria’s embodied conduct: Maria is 
still holding the spoon in her left hand while taking the picture (Figures 20–24), 
indicating a quick return to the previously projected eating activity.  

After 1.3 seconds, Maria finally snaps a picture of the soup (line 09, “PIC” in the 
multimodal annotation), then puts her phone back on the table while 
simultaneously locking the display (lines 09–10). Her subsequent sighing 
interjection (“lord,” line 10) connects back to Ekaterina’s suspended storytelling 
(lines 02 and 04) and provides a general, closing assessment. Both Maria and 
Ekaterina continue gazing down (line 12, Figure 25), and Ekaterina aligns to a 
closing of the previous part of the telling by providing a “formulaic expression” 
(line 12; Drew & Holt, 1998) before continuing on with a new aspect of the 
teacher’s complainable conduct (line 14). 
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Just as in Excerpt 1, in this excerpt picture taking is self-initiated and carried out 
individually by Maria, but this time it is designed and oriented to as her main 
activity. In this instance, the picture taking seems to be occasioned by the 
perception of the visual aspect of the food just before eating it. When initiating 
photo taking, Maria orients to the projected changes in the material environment 
or, more specifically, to the aesthetic properties of the soup. As a result, photo 
taking becomes a relevant action in an unsuitable sequential slot, in which Maria 
is expected to provide a response to her co-participant’s preceding action. The 
assessment of the food as photographable announces and accounts for Maria’s 
self-initiated smartphone use; it anticipates Ekaterina’s possible trouble in 
understanding the reason for this use and for the momentary unavailability of 
Maria as a recipient. By providing this assessment, Maria displays her new 
activity as being temporarily prioritized. Ekaterina’s challenging response to 
Maria’s assessment treats her interlocutor’s unavailability as possibly problematic 
and leads to the momentary suspension of her extended complaint (to which she 
finally links back after her alignment to Maria’s suggested closing of the sequence 
and activity, line 14). 

If the arrangement of food for the picture requires specific actions on the part of 
other participants, food photography can also temporarily become a main activity 
for several participants. The following excerpt takes place about four and a half 
minutes before Excerpt 2; the three participants Dana (DAN), Tina (TIN) and 
Mikhail (MIK) are already discussing their joint university project. While speaking, 
Dana is pouring hot water from a thermos bottle into one of the three teapots on 
the table (line 01). As instead of flowing into the pot, the water seems to be 
restrained in the tea-strainer on top of the receptacle, Dana suspends both 
pouring the water and her turn (line 02). This attracts Tina’s attention and leads 
to a photographic project targeting the teapot. Tina has already taken a picture 
of her own teapot (to her left), which has been carried out as an individual side 
activity and without being accounted for or commented on by the other 
participants (similar to Ex. 2). For this reason, Tina is still holding her smartphone 
when the excerpt starts. 

 

Excerpt 4. 181222_Teapot 
 
01 DAN: a ona predu+prezhdala tipy vy- vot chё ja po-moemu 
  she warned           kinda yo- well what to my mind 
 dan: >>pours water from thermos to teapot--> 

 dan: >>gaze teapot-->> 
 tin: >>gaze SP-->  

mik: >>gaze down+gaze teapot-->> 
02  na pervom za- ∆(0.6)#°interesno,°*+(0.5)# °ladno°(0.5)*#°oke*j,°* 
  on the first le-(0.6)  interesting (0.5) alright (0.5)   okay 

 dan:            -->∆,,,retracts thermos & keeps it in left hand--> 
tin: >gaze SP-------------------------*.....gaze teapot----*DAN--*teapot-> 

 tin: >>holds SP up--------------------*..lowers SP-------------------* 
mik:                                  + .. leans t/right&down-> 

                      #Fig.26             #Fig.27       #Fig.28 
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03   ∆*mmm *ne vazhno.=#∆ 
     mmm  never mind. 
 dan: >∆leans back-------∆touches thermos’ cap with rHand--> 

 tin: *lifts SP--> 
 tin: >teapot*...gaze SP-> 
                     #Fig.29 
 

     
Figure 26                       Figure 27    Figure 28     Figure 29    Figure 30 

 
 
04 MIK: =ono (.) [tam    [stechёt,  ] 
  =it will  flow down there, 
05 TIN:          [*.h   #[*po*dozhdi] *dajte ja #sfotografiruju 
             .h       wait       let me take a photo 

tin: >SP-------*gaze DAN--*..gaze teapot--> 
 tin:                   *...........*moves teapot w/left hand-> 
                  #Fig.30                 #Fig.31 
06  eto* chudo ↑tex*niki*#  *.h  tipa * n- *e: +nalevaj* kipjato*chek e- 
  of this technical miracle .h. like  p- e:r    pour  hot water e- 

tin: >--*gaze DAN---*,,,,,,,,*.gaze DAN*...gaze SP------*.. DAN--*..SP-> 
 tin: >moves teapot-------*                  *holds SP with both hands---> 
 mik:                                           >+leans left and down--> 

                    #Fig.32 
07   ∆sjuda *tipa    *s- 
     here  kinda    s- 
 dan: >∆leans forward with thermos--> 
 tin:        >*gaze DAN*gaze SP--> 
 

  
Figure 31                      Figure 32 

 
08 MIK: ovovovo# 
  wow wow wow 
         #Fig.33a/b 
09  *(0.3) ∆(1.7) 

 tin: *takes 1st picture--> 
 dan:       >∆pours water--> 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MIK

 

TIN 

DAN 
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10 TIN: chajnik*# v koto+roj*∆ nuzhno n(x)alivat' *samomu∆ ki*pja+tok.* 
  (a) teapot in which (you) need to pour hot water yourself. 

tin:     -->*2nd pic.----*lowers the phone-------------------------* 
mik:                >+leans toward teapot---------------------+leans back-->> 
dan:                    >∆retracts thermos------------∆leans back,closes it-> 

 tin: >-gaze SP---------------------------------*gaze DAN--*gaze SP--> 
         #Fig.34 
 

  
Figure 33a/b                                                  Figure 34 
 

 
11  (0.5) 
12 MIK: *klё[vo.] 
   cool. 
13 DAN:     [net] prosto ja ne ponimaju ∆smysla vot etoj vot chasti,∆ 
       no just    I do not understand the point of this part, 

 tin:  *turns off camera and locks screen--> 
 dan:                                >∆points to & taps on teapot∆>closes it->> 
14   *°to est' ona ↑zachem°?* 
    that is  what is it for? 
 tin: >*puts SP away----------* 
 tin: >*gaze teapot---------->> 
15  *(1.0) 

tin: *...touches & inspects teapot-->> 
16 DAN: pochemu by ne sdelat'  obychnym  ka- ladno   ja:: 
  why would (you) not do the usual as- alright I:: 
17  (0.5) 
18 DAN: >ne vazhno.< 
  never mind. 

 
 

While Dana is pouring water into the teapot located in the middle of the table, 
Tina is still turned slightly away from her co-participants and looking at her phone 
(Figure 26). Both Dana and Mikhail are already (and continuously throughout the 
excerpt) gazing at the teapot. When Dana notices that the water she is pouring 
is somehow withheld, she suspends her ongoing turn, retracts the thermos bottle, 
and displays her trouble by uttering several free-standing items (“interesting,” 
“alright,” and “okay,” line 02), and finally leans back and accepts it as not 
understandable (“mmm never mind,” line 03). Right after her initial assessment 
(“interesting”), Mikhail starts bending to the right, then down to inspect the teapot 
more closely (Mortensen & Wagner 2019). At the same time, Tina lowers her 
smartphone and starts glancing at the teapot as well (Figure 27). The fact that 
her gaze alternates between the teapot, Dana, and her smartphone (lines 02–03, 
Figures 27–29), however, indicates that she is not looking at the teapot in the 
same way as Mikhail does. Mikhail first describes what should normally happen 
next (line 4, “it will flow down there”) and therefore clearly links back to the 
observed mechanical problem. However, Tina requests her co-participants (and 
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specifically Dana, at whom she is looking at the turn-beginning, Figure 30) to 
momentarily suspend any teapot-related actions so that she can take a picture 
(lines 05–07). The imperatives podozhdi (“wait”) and dajte (“let (me)”) display that 
she needs her co-participants’ alignment in order to take the picture. It also 
indicates that Tina treats multiple courses of actions as incompatible (Keisanen 
et al., 2014) and that she prioritizes photo taking over the ongoing activity – 
attempting to solve a problem with the teapot. 

Quite early in her turn, Tina reaches for the teapot and starts moving it to a more 
central position on the table (lines 05–06, Figures 31–32). This arrangement and 
her description of it as “this technical miracle” (line 6) illustrate that the teapot is 
the central object she intends to take a picture of. She then recruits Dana for the 
picture by asking her (again) to pour water into the teapot (lines 6–7). 
Simultaneously with this directive turn, Tina picks up her smartphone with both 
hands and prepares to snap a picture. The other participants now suspend their 
ongoing inspection, and Tina’s prioritized activity becomes a joint activity. Without 
looking up to Tina, Dana immediately responds by bringing the thermos back in 
position above the teapot (line 07) and then pours some more water (lines 09–
10). Tina takes two pictures: one before Dana starts pouring (line 09, Figure 
33a/b) and another while she is pouring (line 10, Figure 34). Tina’s concurrent 
formulation of a caption for the pictures (“a teapot in which you need to pour hot 
water yourself,” line 10) accounts for her picture taking and illustrates the 
photographable feature of the object. This shows that food and drink 
photographables are not only chosen for their potential aesthetic quality but, more 
generally, for any remarkable feature they might possess for the observer. 
Conversely, Mikhail’s ongoing comments show that his interest in the teapot 
aligns with Dana’s initial observation, both verbally by evoking the expected 
outcome of the pouring (line 04), anticipating another problem (that the water 
might overflow, line 08), and formulating a closing assessment (“cool,” line 12), 
and bodily by bending towards the object from different directions (Figure 33a). 
Mikhail’s comment (line 08), however, is left unattended while picture taking is 
prioritized over other possible joint activities. 

When Tina has lowered her smartphone and visibly finished her photographing 
activity (line 10, she locks the phone and puts it away), Dana links back to the 
practical problem she initially noticed, not aligning with Tina’s previously 
formulated point of interest (line 13, net, “no”). She then more explicitly relates to 
the problematic element of the teapot, that is, the strainer, at which she 
simultaneously points. Shortly afterwards, she abandons her technical 
investigation with a headshake and similar tokens to those she used in her initial 
noticing (“alright,” “never mind,” lines 16 and 18, see lines 2–3). Dana’s rather 
strong form of backlinking (De Stefani & Horlacher, 2008) to the noticing of the 
technical problem illustrates that she treats the picture taking as a suspension of 
her own ongoing inspection. The picture taking itself, however, is not treated as 
problematic by any of the participants. One reason for this is that, again, it has a 
projected rapid completion, after which the suspended activity can be resumed.  
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In Excerpt 4, picture taking is initiated and carried out as a temporarily prioritized 
activity for all the participants. Its mainness is collaboratively achieved, as Dana 
joins the activity by complying with Tina’s request, and the attempt to solve the 
technical problem recedes into the background. Taking a picture is designed not 
only as the main activity, but also as a joint activity (involving at least one co-
participant, Dana) from the start, as her embodied action (pouring the water) is 
needed to accomplish Tina’s photographic project. The imperative podozhdi 
(“wait”) indicates that the invitation to participate in the picture taking is initially 
unilateral (Rossi, 2012). The necessity of suspending the ongoing inspection is 
then accounted for by the photographer, and the preferred form of her co-
participants’ involvement is collaboratively negotiated.  

 

5. Discussion and conclusion 

In this article, we emphasized that taking photo of food and drinks with 
smartphones in mundane, face-to-face encounters can be accomplished (i.e., 
initiated and carried out) as either a main or a side activity. The way food 
photography is initiated depends on momentary opportunities and relevancies 
that emerge moment by moment. On the one hand, participants often initiate food 
photography when an opportunity to accomplish it without affecting the activity-
in-progress emerges. Suitable “opportunity slots” for food photography can 
emerge when talk is suspended (Ex. 1) or when one of the participants finds 
themselves on the periphery of the embodied participation framework (Ex. 2). On 
the other hand, food photography can also be oriented to as a “now or never” 
activity, when an aesthetic or other remarkable feature of the object is bound to 
quickly disappear. If noticeable aspects of food are potentially “threatened” by the 
photographer (Ex. 3) or by co-participants (Ex. 4), food photography can be 
prioritized as a more relevant and “urgent” activity and, as result, emerge in an 
inadequate sequential slot. When initiating picture taking, participants, therefore, 
not only orient to sequential opportunities, but also to the temporal properties of 
the photographable object and projectable changes in the material environment. 
The way the activity further unfolds is then multimodally negotiated by all co-
present participants, that is, the mainness or sideness of this activity is 
collaboratively achieved in situ (Mondada, 2014). In what follows, we will 
comment on some aspects which participants orient to when accomplishing the 
main or side character of this activity.  

It is important to note that food photography is a ubiquitous and recognizable 
activity. A combination of the “photographer posture,” the orientation of the phone 
camera, and the photographer’s gaze makes this involvement accountable to co-
participants. The approximate length (and a rapid completion) of this activity can, 
therefore, be projected by co-present others. Food photography is also an activity 
that typically requires neither the active contribution of others (as opposed to 
taking photos of other people, for example), nor the use of the photographer’s 
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verbal resources. The photographer can provide a relevant response to their co-
participant’s prior actions when taking a picture (Ex.1) or just after finishing this 
activity (Ex. 2). Consequently, co-participants often treat food photography as an 
individual side activity that does not require a suspension or abandonment of the 
activity-in-progress. Both verbal accounts for taking a picture and co-participants’ 
responsive turns explicitly referring to it do not always occur, which shows that 
the use of the smartphone as a camera is not an inherently problematic activity. 
Its accountability is assessed and negotiated by the participants mainly with 
respect to mutual orientation and availability (see also Robles et al., 2018; Oloff, 
2021). 

If photo taking is designed as a temporarily prioritized activity that suspends the 
activity-in-progress, it is not necessarily treated as problematic. Participants still 
orient to the projected length of the photo taking and promptly resume the 
previous activity after photo taking is accomplished (Ex. 3 & 4). In this case, 
however, participants are more likely to explicitly frame and comment on the 
picture taking (e.g., an assessment in Ex. 3). If specific actions are required from 
co-participants, these initial utterances usually literally formulate the upcoming 
action, (“let me take a picture” in Ex. 4), thereby acting as public announcements 
and making the imminent smartphone use publicly understandable (Suderland, 
2020). The mainness of food photography can be collaboratively achieved by all 
participants, who suspend other ongoing activities and temporarily shift their 
attention to the object of photography or to the activity of photo-taking.  

Analyzing activity suspensions and resumptions through the notions of mainness 
and sideness allows the researcher to underline the situated, multimodal, 
collaborative, and negotiated aspects of activity prioritization in social interaction. 
Recent research shows that smartphones are still frequently viewed as a 
disruptive technology that negatively affects interactions (e.g., research on 
“phubbing,” Aagaard, 2020, Rotondi et al., 2017). In this paper, we have 
demonstrated how a suspension of the main activity is negotiated in situ, and that 
a suspension is not always necessary for the accomplishment of a smartphone-
based activity. While some activities can be easily designed and oriented to as 
side activities (e.g., food photography), others are potentially more “disruptive” 
(e.g., receiving a phone call) and lead more often to a change in the participation 
framework (Rae, 2001). However, instead of assuming the disruptive character 
of various technology-related activities, these activities could be better analyzed 
through the lens of their locally accomplished mainness and sideness. 

Looking at the details of mundane food photography in social interactions can 
open up for multiple related interactional phenomena. Apart from the study of 
specific audible actions within this activity (such as response cries, 
announcements, assessments, and formulated captions), future research could 
focus on the diversity and implications of co-participants’ collaborative 
contributions to picture taking (e.g., by giving or complying with instructions or by 
simply suspending their own action for the picture to be taken); on the link 
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between the ownership of the food and the entitlement for taking a picture of it; 
or on the formulation and negotiation of mundane aesthetics and creativity (e.g., 
identifying and curating photographables, and, later, their photographs). By 
providing a first illustration of the variety of food photographing practices in social 
interactions, our intention is to shift the conventional focus on food photographs 
as finished products to the ways these pictures actually come into being, and how 
smartphone-based food photography is organized in and as social interaction.  
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